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What choices or 

SBUs to initially do, 

stay in and get out 

of

How to do corporate 

parenting for those 

choices or SBUs

What priorities and 

guidelines for 

resource allocation 

to SBUs

How to get ahead 

with the portfolio 

mix in an uncertain 

future

What SBU choices initially do, stay in or get out of:

The choice of SBUs: products, services, markets, technologies 

and types of businesses the firm intends to enter, stay-in or 

leave.

How to do corporate parenting to those SBUs: 

Whether and how distinguishably different SBUs and 

corporate headquarters can be synergistically 

coordinated or otherwise fit together to make a more 

workable whole

What priorities and guidelines for resource allocation to 

each SBU?:

What priorities and course of action are to be observed in 

allocating the firm`s resources among various SBUs

How to get ahead with the SBUs portfolio mix:

The strategic importance of a firm`s scope and mix of SBUs 

determines how the company will position itself to deal with 

an uncertain future and how to cope with perpetual change.

What are the 4 domains of corporate strategy?
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The Arthur 

D. Little 

Strategic 

Condition 

Matrix 
(adapted from 

Arthur D. Little, 

1994).
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Stage of Industry Maturity

AXIS X

Embryonic            Growth             Mature          Ageing
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-Grow Fast

- Differentiate

-Lower Cost

-Differentiate

-Attack small 

firms

-Focus

-Differentiate

-Hit smaller firms

-Grow the 

industry

-Focus

-Hold on or

withdraw

-Niche

-Aim for growth

-Hold on or 

withdraw

-Niche

-Search for a 

niche

-Attempt to catch 

others

Niche or 

Withdraw

Withdraw or 

Divest

Harvest

Withdraw or 

Divest

Withdraw or 

Divest

-Grow Fast

-Differentiate

-Lower cost

-Differentiate

-Attack small 

firms

-Lower cost

-Differentiate

-Focus

Harvest

-Grow Fast

-Build barriers

-Act offensively

-Grow Fast

-Aim for cost 

leadership

-Defend Position

-Act offensively

-Defend Position

-Increase the 

importance of 

cost

-Act offensively

-Defend position 

-Focus

-Consider 

Withdrawal



Embryonic

• Product innovation is 

primary  basis for success

• In new industries the 

essential requirement  is 

to possess the know-how 

and tools necessary to 

compete

• Support innovation with 

vertically integrated 

capabilities

• Establish credible image

Growth

• The key challenge here is 

scaling up

• SBUs need to adapt 

product design and 

manufacturing to large 

scale production

• Access to distribution 

becomes critical

• Need for internal 

administrative and 

strategic skills in people 

talents.

Maturity

• Competitive advantage 

requires to quest for cost 

efficiency

• Key factors tend to be 

those cost cutting drivers 

as economies of scale, 

low-cost inputs, low 

overheads, et.

• Everything here is 

towards cost efficiencies: 

asset and cost surgeries 

of excess capacity, 

piecemeal productivity 

moves  to cut costs

• Segment and customer 

refocusing

• Shift to escape from the 

treadmill of price wars by 

trying to differentiate is a 

trend that must be 

considered. 

Decline

• The transformation from 

maturity in the decline 

phase raises the 

potential for destructive 

price competition

• SBUs located in this 

stage usually do not care 

to the importance to 

maintain a stable 

industry environment

• SBUs located here  focus 

upon the orderly exit or 

keeping a residual 

market demand, instead 

of keeping the existing 

industry environment 

conditions.

• We suggest that it is 

clever to focus on 

rejuvenating the industry, 

instead of killing it.

Key factors to determine the SBU 

industry position according to the life

cycle

X-Horizontal Axis
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Critical factors to determine the different SBU competitive position the

Y Vertical-Axis (an example).
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Efficiency 

Variables

• ROI

• Capacity Utilization

• Employee 

productivity

• Value 

added/revenues

Product variables

• Technological change

• Customization

• Relative Product 

Breadth

• Relative Price

• Market Share

Production and 

Investment 

Variables

• Total 

inventory/revenue

• Newness of PPE

• Investment/Revenues

• Backward vertical 

integration

• Forward vertical 

integration

Marketing 

Variables

• Sales force/revenues

• Advertising and 

Promotion/revenues

Research and 

Development 

Variables (R&D)

• Sales from new 

products/total sales

• Product R&D/ 

revenues

• Process 

R&D/Revenues


